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ABSTRACT
Coconut shell (CS) is an agricultural waste engineered into a road construction material. This
study was conducted to evaluate the stiffness modulus and dynamic creep properties of the
asphaltic concrete containing CS as an aggregate replacement. A mixture design incorporating
the bitumen penetration grade 60/70 was used to produce specimens for testing. Four CS
replacements
ents namely 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% by weight volumes were used. The
asphaltic concrete performances were characterized by sstiffness
tiffness modulus, dynamic creep and
the correlation between the strain and the loading time. Test results revealed that using CSs as
aggregate replacements in the asphaltic concrete help
help increase the resilient modulus and creep
stiffness at approximately 15%. Therefore, the incorporation of CS exhibits considerable
potential as road construction material
material.
Keywords: asphalt mixture; coconut shell; creep modulus; stiffness modulus; propert
properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Conventional aggregate sources in Malaysia are depleting fast due to rapid growth of
construction activities [1]. Currently, the transportation industry is under pressure to use
alternative materials because of high consumption of aggregates in road construction [2-3].
These materials should be used wisely to attain sustainable development. A large number of
studies have been conducted to search for a possible material as an aggregate replacement in
road conductions [4-5]. Currently, using agricultural waste materials as an aggregate
replacement becomes a trend in the construction industry [6-7]. The use of agricultural waste
aims to minimize the production of waste, preserve the environment and improve the
pavement durability [8-9]. Durability refers to the capability of the mixture to resist abrasion
of the surface due to the high void content, which allows air and water to harden the asphalt
prematurely. Coconut shell (CS) is an agricultural waste that can be used for durability
resistance [10-11]. Several studies have been conducted using CS as coarse aggregates in
lightweight concrete [12-13]. However, the use of CS in hot asphalt mixture has never been
extensively studied. Therefore, the present study explored the effects of CS on the stiffness
modulus and creep properties of an asphaltic concrete. This study focused on using the
variation of CS from 0% to 40% as an aggregate replacement in the asphalt mixture.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1.Binder
The bitumen used was a 60/70 PEN supplied by Chevron Malaysia. This grade bitumen is
widely used in Malaysia and other countries. According to the specification of the
manufacturer, the relative density value of the 60/70 binder was 1.03. The softening point and
penetration were 52 °C and 65 dmm, respectively.
2.2. Aggregate
The granite aggregates supplied by Kuad Quarry Sdn. Bhd. were used throughout this study.
Prior to aggregate batching, the aggregates were washed, dried, and sieved into their
respective size ranges. The granite aggregate exhibited a specific gravity of 2.65 g/cm3 and
the ACV and water absorption were 26.1% and 0.48% correspondingly.
2.3. Coconut Shell
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The CS size used as an aggregate replacement was 5 mm. In addition, the replacement levels
of CS were 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% by total weight. According to [14], the specific
gravity for coarse CS is 1.48 and the water absorption is 29.3%.
2.4. Gradation
The aggregate gradation conformed to the specifications for the asphaltic concrete AC14 [15].
The median gradation was selected as the target gradation as illustrated in Fig. 1 [15].
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Fig.1. Gradation limit for asphaltic concrete
2.5.Mixture Preparation
An ordinary Portland cement and hydrated lime were used as fillers. The 60/70 PEN bitumen
was used as a binder. First, the aggregates were mixed into batches according to the
designated gradations and weight. These batches were heated in an oven at designated mixing
temperature for at least 4 h prior to the mixing process. The heated aggregate batches were
mixed with a specified amount of bitumen. The mixes were compacted with 75 blows [15] on
each side with the standard Marshall hammer. After compaction, the specimens were removed
from the molds and allowed to cool overnight.
2.6. Resilient Modulus Test
A five-pulse indirect tensile modulus test conforming to the [16] test method was conducted
using the universal testing machine. The specimen was tested at 25°C after a 4 h conditioning
period. In the test, a pulsed diametral loading force was applied to a specimen, and the
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resulting total recoverable diametral strain was measured. The strains in the same axes were
not measured. A Poisson’s ratio of 0.4 was assumed for the material. At a fixed level of
applied peak force, the test sequence consisted of the application of 150 conditioning pulses,
which were followed by five pulses, where data acquisition occurred. The test procedure was
repeated by positioning the specimen at 90°.
2.7.Dynamic Creep Test
The dynamic creep test was developed to estimate the rutting potential of the asphalt mixes in
accordance with the procedures outlined in [17]. This test applied 0.3 MPa repeated pulses of
uniaxial stress parallel to the specimen with 3600 recovery cycles and measured the
deformation in the same direction using the linear variable differential transducers. An actual
dynamic creep test was conducted at 40°C, 1 h loading time and 0.1 MPa applied stress.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Resilient Modulus
The resilient modulus test results for the asphaltic concrete prepared with CS at varying
percentages are illustrated in Fig. 2. Generally, the increment in CS content causes an increase
in the resilient modulus to a CS content of 20%.Thereafter, the resilient modulus starts to
decrease. The resilient modulus is the modulus of elasticity when the asphalt sample is loaded
within its elastic range, where the deformation is fully recoverable. Therefore, the specimens
exhibiting high resilient modulus indicate less flexibility under loading. In this study, the 10%
CS in the asphalt mixture responds with higher sensitivity to temperature changes compared
with those of 0%, 20%, 30% and 40% CS. The resilient modulus of the asphaltic concrete at
25°C is also higher than that of 40°C. The resilient modulus of the asphaltic concrete
containing CS reduces by approximately 64%-80% when the test temperature increases from
25°C to 40°C. For instance, the resilient modulus of 0% CS mix reduces by 360 MPa through
an increment of 40°C in the test temperature, and the corresponding reduction for 10% CS is
383 MPa.
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Fig.2. Resilient modulus of asphalt mixture at different percent CS
3.2. Dynamic Creep
The results of the dynamic creep test on CS mixes are presented graphically in Fig. 3. Each
value on the figure is an average reading of the three samples tested. Generally, the mixes
incorporating CS as aggregate
ggregate replacement perform better than the mixes with virgin
aggregate. The percentage increase in creep stiffness is remarkably pronounced with CS
mixes. The increase in creep stiffness may be due to the superior int
interlocking
erlocking property of
aggregate-binderr adhesion exhibited by the CS. For instance, the creep sti
stiffness
ffness of 0% CS
mix is 14.7 MPa but the stiffness modulus of the asphaltic concrete with 10% CS mix is 15.5
MPa, which represents a 5% increase. Moreover, the dynamic creep increases with the
increasing
asing CS content to a peak level and then decreases with further additions. The 20% CS
asphaltic concrete mix exhibits the highest creep stiffness compared with those of 0%, 10%
and 30% CS. However, at 40% CS mix, the dynamic creep decreases to a value lower
low than
that of 0% CS mix. Thus, the 20% replacement of CS with the original aggregate is
considered the optimal limit.
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Fig.3. Dynamic creep of asphalt mixture at different percent CS
3.3. Cumulative Strain and Time of L
Loading

Fig.4. Accumulated strain versus time of loading
Fig. 4 presents the relationship between the logarithms of cumulative creep strain and loading
time of specimens tested at different percentages of CS. The slope indicates the sensitivity of
the mix to rutting. The resistance to the permanent deformation of a mix is expected to
increase when the relative intercept becomes less, and the slope of the line decreases. The
permanent deformation of the mixture containing 10% CS with a strain value of 0.521% is
slightly lower than those of other mixtures. In addition, tthe
he strain value of 0%, 20%, 30% and
40% CS is approximately
proximately 0.912, 0.730, 0.735 and 0.825% respectively. Therefore, CS, as the
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aggregate replacement in the asphalt mixture, exhibits a better rutting resistance or less
proneness to rutting compared with those of the original mixture.

4. CONCLUSION
The effects of CS on the stiffness modulus and creep properties were investigated. CS as an
aggregate replacement material provides additional improvements in the resilient modulus
and dynamic creep. The use of 10%-20% CS results in the good performance of modulus and
creep stiffness.
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